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Abstract
Fine-grained information extraction performance from spoken corpora is strongly correlated with the Word Error Rate (WER) of the automatic transcriptions processed. Despite the recent advances in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) methods, high WER transcriptions are common when dealing with unmatched conditions between the documents to process and those used to train the ASR models. Such mismatch is inevitable in the processing of large spoken archives containing documents related to a large number of time periods and topics. Moreover, from a text indexing point of view, rare events and entities are often the most interesting information to extract as well as the ones that are very likely to be poorly recognized. In order to deal with high WER transcriptions this paper proposes a robust Information Extraction method that mines the full ASR search space for specific entities thanks to a 3-steps process: firstly, adaptation of the extraction models thanks to metadata information linked to the documents to process; secondly transduction of a word lattice outputs by the ASR module into an entity lattice; thirdly a decision module that scores each entity hypothesis with different confidence scores. A first implementation of this model is proposed for the French Broadcast News Named Entity extraction task of the evaluation program ESTER.

1. Introduction
Speech Mining is a research field that aims to bridge the gap between Speech Processing and Text Data Mining methods. One of the main differences between Information Extraction from written text input and spoken transcription input is the uncertainty in the automatic transcriptions. This uncertainty is due on one hand to the lack of robustness of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) methods to new conditions (different from those used to train the acoustic and linguistic models) and on the other hand to the dysfluencies occurring in spontaneous speech. One way to deal with this uncertainty is to consider not only the best transcription output by the ASR module but the whole set of alternate transcriptions that can be found in the word lattices output by most of the ASR systems.

Following these remarks this paper presents an Information Extraction method that explicitly takes advantage of the generation of alternate transcriptions of a speech signal in order to increase its robustness to high Word Error Rate (WER) transcriptions. More precisely the model proposed in this paper focuses on:

• firstly defining what kind of information or entity is likely to occur in a given speech signal (thanks to metadata information);

• secondly looking explicitly in the ASR search space for occurrences of each of these entities, each of them scored by confidence scores.

A first implementation of this model is proposed within the framework of the French evaluation program ESTER [10]. The task consists in extracting named entities from radio broadcast news data.

2. Information extraction and Automatic Speech Recognition
The NIST Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) and TExt Retrieval Conference (TREC) evaluation programs have studied the impact of recognition errors on the overall performance of Information Extraction systems for tasks like story segmentation, topic detection and text retrieval [9, 2]. The redundancy effect of salient words representing topics helped to limit the impact of recognition errors compared to performance obtained on written text. However, if this phenomenon is true for Information Extraction tasks that rely on long text segments, this is not true for tasks related to the extraction of fine grained entities, like Named Entities (NE), where the extraction performance is strongly correlated with the ASR Word Error Rate (WER).

Despite the continuous improvement of ASR techniques, high WER transcriptions are inevitable in difficult conditions like those found in large spoken archives like in the MALACH project [13] or in the speech archives of national archive institutions like the French Institut National de l’Audiovisuel (INA). Moreover, Named Entities extraction performance is greatly affected by a mismatch between training and testing data. This is due mainly because proper names, which represent most of the Named Entity items, are a very dynamic category of words, strongly related to the period of time representing the documents to process. This problem can be tackled by using metadata information on these documents, like news related to the same period of time or abstract describing the document content. This paper presents an Information Extraction method that uses such metadata information in order to update the NE models that are used in the extraction process from word lattices.

3. The Named Entity extraction task of the ESTER program
The ESTER program is the first French Rich Transcription of Broadcast News program organized by l’Association Francophone de la Communication Parlée (AFCP), la Délégation Générale pour l’Armement (DGA) and the Evaluation Language resources Distribution Agency (ELDA). One of the task is Named Entity extraction over a tag set of eight main categories
This will allow us to see the impact of time mismatch on the NE extraction results.

The test corpus contains 100K words with 6K NEs and has a 6 months time mismatch with any training data that could be used to train the models, as specified by the ESTER program rules. The training corpus contains 1M words and 52K NE occurrences. The test corpus contains 100K words with 6K NEs and has a 6 months time mismatch with any training data that could be used to train the models, as specified by the ESTER program rules. This will allow us to see the impact of time mismatch on the NE extraction results.

4. Architecture of the system

The general architecture of the Named Entity extraction method is presented in figure 1. The Named Entity models are context-free grammars (hand written and data induced) coded by Finite State Machines (FSM) thanks to the FSM AT&T toolkit [11]. There are three main processes in this method which are going to be discussed in the next sections:

1. updating the ASR models (language model + lexicon) and the Named Entity models (grammars + word lists) with metadata information related to the documents to process;
2. composing the Named Entity models with the word lattice in order to obtain an entity lattice, with all the entities that can be extracted from it;
3. choosing the most reliable entities detected in the word lattice and sorting them according to confidence scores.

4.1. Updating Language and NE models with metadata information

Broadcast News corpora are very time dependent and therefore it is crucial to train the ASR models on data temporally very close to the documents to process. However this can be difficult when dealing with large spoken archives spanning over a long period of time. But if in one hand it is often not possible to collect enough data for training new models for each time period considered, on the other hand some metadata information related to these periods is very likely to be available. Metadata information can be a description or an abstract of the spoken document, text corpus containing newspaper data from the same date of the document, or documents related to the same topic as the targeted documents.

Several studies [8, 5] propose adaptation methods of a general language model to the possibly small corpora extracted from these kinds of metadata information (an overview of all these methods can be found in [4]). It appears from these studies that the choice of the metadata and the size of the adaptation corpus collected are critical in this adaptation process: if the adaptation corpus is not exactly related to the topics of the document to process, no real gains are obtained.

Similarly, adapting dynamically the ASR lexicon is a much more practical approach than increasing indefinitely the lexicon size as a lot of words are strongly linked to a given time period or topic and covering all time periods and all topics is unrealistic. A recent study [1] proposes to add new words to an existing lexicon without modifying the language model by using open classes, integrated in the LM, corresponding to the Part-Of-Speech labels of the new words to add. This approach has the advantage to be more robust to a mismatch between the adaptation corpus and the document to process, as the main LM remains intact.

The adaptation process presented in this paper is done for both the LM and lexicon models and the NE models, as follows:

1. a text corpus corresponding to the same time period as the documents to process is extracted from two French newspapers (Le Monde and Le Monde Diplomatique);
2. the ASR lexicon is enriched with all the new proper names detected in this collected corpus and a linear interpolation between this general LM and the one obtained on this adaptation corpus is done during the ASR process;
3. a NE extraction system (based on the same tools as presented in this paper), working on text input, is applied to the adaptation corpus in order to collect all the entities that are likely to occur in the documents targeted. The entities detected are added to the NE grammars and wordlists used to extract all the possible entities from the word lattices.

4.2. From a word lattice to an entity lattice

The ASR module outputs a word lattice $W_{lattice}$ coded as a FSM. The words belong to the ASR vocabulary $V$ and the scores
are the likelihood scores combining the acoustic and linguistic model scores. Let \( G \) be a context-free right regular grammar, coded as a transducer FSM, made of the union of local Named Entity grammars and a background filler model. The input symbols of this transducer are words from \( V \) and the output symbols are words and tags from \( V \cup \bar{V} \cup T_{\text{open}} \cup T_{\text{close}} \) \((T_{\text{open}} \text{ is an opening tag list of Named Entity labels and } T_{\text{close}} \text{ the respective closing tag list})\). Any word string (with words belonging to \( V \)) can be accepted by \( G \), thanks to the filler model, and any substring that matches a NE grammar outputs a beginning and ending tag as well as the words part of the entity detected. Words outside entities are deleted. The composition of the word lattice and the entity grammar results in a word-to-tag transducer called \( E_{\text{lattice}} \):

\[
E_{\text{lattice}} = W_{\text{lattice}} \odot G
\]

By enumerating the n-best best paths on the output symbols of \( E_{\text{lattice}} \) one obtains the n-best list of NE occurring in the word lattice, and by enumerating the n-best paths on the input symbols for a given NE detected, one obtains the n-best support word strings containing the entity.

### 4.3. Named Entity n-best list generation

The last step in the NE extraction process is the output of a NE n-best list sorted according to a confidence score. This is done by generating the n-best paths on the output symbols of \( E_{\text{lattice}} \) and scoring them according to their posterior probabilities obtained on the word lattice \( W_{\text{lattice}} \). Posterior probabilities from word graphs have proven to be efficient confidence measures \((P)\), they are estimated in this study as follows: let \( e \) be an entity, \( W_t \) a word string accepted by \( E_{\text{lattice}} \), \( W^*_t \) a word string accepted by \( E_{\text{lattice}} \) and emitting the entity \( e \), and \( Y \) a string of acoustic vectors,

\[
P(e|W_{\text{lattice}}) = \frac{\sum_{W^*_t \in E_{\text{lattice}}} P(Y|W^*_t) \times P(W^*_t)}{\sum_{W_t \in E_{\text{lattice}}} P(Y|W_t) \times P(W_t)}
\]

The scores involved in this confidence measure calculation rely only on the ASR models as the NE grammars used are non-weighted. We chose not to merge ASR scores and Named Entity model scores into the same search process: the n-best list of NE is obtained only with ASR confidence scores, then a decision module evaluate each hypothesis thanks to models trained to reject, re-label or accept any entity previously detected. This decision module is presented in the next section.

### 5. Decision module

The decision module is the last step in the NE extraction process, as presented in figure 1. Its goal is firstly to choose among all the possible segmentations of a NE string the one that is more likely to be correct, thanks to a NE tagger; secondly to apply a text classifier to the NE strings obtained, with their occurrence contexts, in order to give to each entity its final label, thanks to a discriminative process. These two steps are briefly described in the next sections.

#### 5.1. Named Entity tagger

To each NE hypothesis \( e \) output from the transducer \( E_{\text{lattice}} \) is associated the best support word string \( W^*_{\text{best}} \), which is the best path on the input symbols (words) of \( E_{\text{lattice}} \) that emits \( e \). All the entities \( e \) that share the same word string \( W^*_{\text{best}} \) can be seen as different NE segmentations of \( W^*_{\text{best}} \). For example, to the word string near the Eiffel Tower, two segmentations can be made with the NE grammars: near the <person> Eiffel </person> tower and near the <fac> Eiffel tower </fac>. In order to choose the most probable one, a NE tagger based on an n-gram language model following the method presented in [3] has been implemented. All the different segmentations of \( W^*_{\text{best}} \) are then processed by the tagger in order to give to each of them another confidence score based this time only on NE models.

#### 5.2. Decision tree based text classifier

It has been shown that text classification methods can be very efficient tools for labeling NE contexts [6]. The method consists in building a training corpus where each example is made of two word strings, the left and right word contexts of an entity, some information about the entity itself, and the NE label of the entity according to a reference corpus. By training a classifier to discriminate the entities according to their labels, one can build a classification tool that can process unseen entities and be more accurate than the NE grammars alone as they don’t incorporate any contextual information. This is particularly true for very ambiguous NE like gsp, facilities or locations. A boosting based classifier called BoostTexter [14] has been used in this last step. All the NEs of the n-best list are labeled according to the classifier and a third confidence measure is attached to each of them: the confidence score given by the classifier to the NE label to be supported by the entity and its context.

### 6. Experiments

The experiments have been carried out on the corpora of the French Broadcast News transcription program ESTER. The ASR engine used is the toolkit SPEERAL [12] developed at the computer lab (LIA) of the University of Avignon. To measure the NE extraction performance, the ESTER organizers use an error measure called the Slot Error Rate (SER). This measure is defined as follows:

\[
\text{SER} = \frac{\sum_{e \in E} \alpha_{e|\text{REF}} \cdot |e|}{|\text{REFslots}|}
\]

where \( e \in \hat{E} \) is one of the following error types: inserted slot, deleted slot, type error, extent error, type+extent error, multiple errors. Each error type \( e \) has a particular weight noted \( \alpha_{e} \). Every reference slot can only belong to one error category and ASR errors occurring in a NE slot are counted as extent errors.

For the evaluation purpose we added a simple decision rule to the NE extraction strategy proposed in this paper: from the NE n-best list presented in section 4.3, only the NEs that have the highest posterior probabilities are kept. Then the corresponding support word string is processed by the NE tagger and the final label for each remaining NE is given by the text classifier BoostTexter.

Four contrastive results are presented in table 6 corresponding to the following test conditions:

- **ASR** for experiments done on automatic transcription;
- **REF** for reference transcriptions;
- **Corpus**, that corresponds to the development corpus provided during the ESTER program;
- **Corpus**, that is the test corpus of the ESTER program.

The WER of the automatic transcriptions on the two corpora is also displayed.
The main difference between Corpus1 and Corpus2 is their temporal mismatch. Corpus1 is very close, from a temporal point of view, to the ESTER training corpus used to adapt the ASR and NE models to the task. For Corpus2 there is a 6 months temporal mismatch between this corpus and any training or adaptation data used, as specified by the ESTER evaluation rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SER(ASR)</th>
<th>SER(REF)</th>
<th>WER(ASR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corpus1</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus2</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Slot Error Rate (SER) and Word Error Rate (WER) performance on two ESTER corpora.

These are the first results presented for fine-grained NE extraction for French. They still have to be compared, at the F-measure level, with other studies using also an extended NE tag set for other languages. As we can see in table 6, the impact of both ASR errors and temporal mismatch is very significant for SER performance. The degradation observed on the automatic transcriptions is due to ASR errors on the entities alone but also on their immediate context, preventing the decision module to give the correct tag to the entities detected. The impact of the temporal mismatch between the training and the test corpora is even bigger. As we can see the relative increase in WER between Corpus1 and Corpus2 is 24.5% while the relative increase in SER is 43.8%. This confirms our point that Information Extraction performance is much more affected by temporal mismatch than word transcription performance and it really points out the importance to carefully adapt the NE models to the task targeted. Even a relatively small temporal mismatch (6 months) can have dramatic effects on the performance.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents a Named Entity extraction method applied to Broadcast News data within the framework of the French ESTER evaluation program. The main features of this method are: the explicit use of alternate transcriptions by extracting directly the NEs from word lattices; the adaptation of the NE models to the document targeted thanks to metadata information; the decision module that combines a generative approach based on a statistical NE tagger and a discriminative approach based on a text classifier. The first results obtained at the ESTER evaluation program validate this approach. They have pointed out the absolute necessity of adapting the NE models whenever a mismatch in the conditions is observed between the training data and the documents to process. Improving this adaptation process and the gathering of metadata information are the immediate perspectives of this work.
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